
connected and the fuse is not burned out.

Please see the Zorg North America LLC. Website for more information including Warranty and Product
Updates.
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Install Accessories



Manual viewing of camera inputs Video/Rear/Left/Right

Independent Triggers for Rear/Left/Right Channels

.  For proper viewing angles refere to FMVSS 111.

Reverse mode will override all other modes for driver safety.

Screen brightness will adjust automatically based upon the ambient light level inside the vehicle.



Adjusts settings down Manually Selects Video Input when not in Reverse mode

NOTE: For your safety most Settings and selection controls do not operate when in Reverse Camera Mode

Enters Menu Settings Mode when not in Reverse mode

 ****Caution, Use parking brake before operating settings when in Reverse Mode:****
 When in Reverse Mode - Short press to enter the settings mode
                                          Long press to adjust reverse guide lines

Adjusts settings up Selects Settings Options when in the menus

Monitor ON/Off Power Indicator

Once you are in the settings menu use the on-screen controls to make adjustments as desired. 

To view input #3 press the CH button. Input #3 is an AUX input and can be viewed when not
in Reverse Gear. The Rear Camera / Reverse Cam will always override others for safety.

*Scale = Guidelines



VIDEO 1 / LEFT VIDEO 2 / RIGHT 

AUX INPUT 

4 Channel Input



Remove the OEM Mirror if present Install the 3305 Mirror on the 
existing bracket 

When installing the mirror be sure 
that the mirror mount slides fully
down on to the windshield mount

Tighten the retainer screw using
the tool provided with the mirror.

Note: Vehicle specific mounts are available from Zorg  

Be sure the monitor is mounted correctly as damage to the windshield or injury could occur.



2 Amp Fuse 
Only Replace with the same size fuse.



The guide lines provide an approximate
distance for reference while backing up.
The camera angle, position, and vehicle
type can effect the perceived distance.
We recommend adjusting the guide lines
to a distance similar to what we show 
in the diagram.
The distance between the guide lines 
can be adjusted to reflect the actual 
vehicle size as well. 
Adjustments should be done at installation
using the menus provided. 

Suggested Distances

Reverse Guide Lines

Side Camera Guide Lines
Guide lines on the Right and Left inputs
are fixed and can not be adjusted. These
are for reference only and the driver needs
to learn the distance for their own vehicle. 

We recommend parking the vehicle outside in a 
open area such as a parking lot. Place cones or
markers behind the vehicle to represent the 
desired distances and the accurate width of the 
vehicle. 

Engage the parking brake, and if possible with the 
vehicle NOT running, place the vehicle in reverse gear.
Keep your foot on the brake pedal while adjusting the
lines for your safety.

Follow the instructions below to adjust each parking line
to match your vehicle requirments.   

Start by long pressing           to enter the guide line programming mode. The system will start with the left side line first. 
Use the Right / Left and SEL options as shown below to move the line and select the next line. The lines can be moved 
and the angle changed. As you move through the line coordinates you will be able to customize the installation.

Touch the mirror glass to activate the touch screen controls.

   Move Left                         Move Right

Short Press SEL to switch to the next item
Long Press SEL to save and exit the menu.

Rotate the line 
Counter Clockwise

Rotate the line 
Clockwise

Short Press SEL to switch to the next item
Long Press SEL to save and exit the menu.

Cones

Cones

Cones

Cones

Adjust the lines to match the 
cones behind the vehicle

Correct   Incorrect


